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Abstract: Recent studies have explored the use of deep generative models of speech spectra
based of variational autoencoders (VAEs), combined with unsupervised noise models, to perform
speech enhancement. These studies developed iterative algorithms involving either Gibbs sampling
or gradient descent at each step, making them computationally expensive. This paper proposes
a variational inference method to iteratively estimate the power spectrogram of the clean speech.
Our main contribution is the analytical derivation of the variational steps in which the encoder of
the pre-learned VAE can be used to estimate the variational approximation of the true posterior
distribution, using the very same assumption made to train VAEs. Experiments show that the pro-
posed method produces results on par with the aforementioned iterative methods using sampling,
while decreasing the computational cost by a factor 36 to reach a given performance.




This document provides the details of the analytical derivation of the algorithm presented in [1].
We first remind the statistical model used in [1].
We use f to denote the frequency index and t to denote the time frame index. Independently for
(f, t) ∈ {0, ..., F − 1} × {0, ..., N − 1}, the single channel observation of the mixture is modeled
by
xft = sft + nft + εft, (1)
where xft, sft and nft are the short term Fourier transform (STFT) coefficients of the mixture,
the speech source and the noise source respectively, and εft ∼ Nc(0, σ2ε ) is introduce to prevent
p(xft|sft, bft) from being a Dirac, we have
xft|sft, bft ∼ Nc(sft + bft, σ2ε ), (2)
where Nc denotes the univariate proper complex Gaussian defined in Section 3. σ2ε will be set to
0, once the variational updates are obtained.
The noise STFT coefficients are modelled using Non-Negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) [2] :
nft ∼ Nc(0, (WH)ft). (3)
with W ∈ RF×K+ , H ∈ RK×N+ , K being the rank of the NMF model.
We define st = [s1t, ..., sFt]
T , s = [s1, ..., sN ], n = [n1t, ..., nFt]
T , nt = [n1, ...,nN ],
xt = [x1t, ..., xFt]
T , x = [x1, ...,xN ] and Ht = [H1t, ...,HKt]
T , where (.)T denotes the transpose
operator.
The speech STFT coefficients are modeled using a variational autoencoder (VAE) [3], we have
zt ∼ N (0,1), (4)
sft|zt; θ ∼ Nc(0, σ2f (zt)), (5)
zl,t|st;φ ∼ N (µ̃l(|st|2), σ̃2l (|st|2)), (6)
where zt = [z1t, ..., zLt]
T is the latent variable and L < F .
We remind that σ2f ; µ̃l and σ̃
2
l , are non-linear functions implemented by deep neural networks
(DNNs) with parameters θ and φ respectively. They are learned by maximizing the marginal





We can then maximize the marginal likelihoods of individual STFT frames, we write
log pθ(st) = DKL(qφ(zt|st)||pθ(zt|st)) + L(θ,φ; st), (8)
L(θ,φ; st) = Eqφ(zt|st)[log pθ(st|zt)]−DKL(qφ(zt|st)||p(zt)), (9)
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where DKL(q||p) = −Eq[log(p/q)] denotes the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence. Based on (4),













log(σ̃2l (|st|2)− µ̃2l (|st|2)− σ̃2l (|st|2),
where dIS(x; y) = x/y−log(x/y)−1 denotes the Itakura-Saito divergence, and
c
= denotes equality
up to a constant.
2 Inference
Given an observation X = {xft}(ft)∈(B), our goal is now to maximize the log-likelihood of X
given the mixture model (1), the generative model of speech ((4) and (5)) and the noise’s NMF
model (3).
We consider yt = {st,nt, zt} to be the set of latent variables, Θt = {W ,Ht} the parameters of
the model. We introduce a variational distribution r(yt) and write the following decomposition:









We suppose that the variation distribution r(yt) factorizes as







Given the independence of st and nt, and nt and zt, we can write the complete data likelihood
as
p(xt,yt;Θt) = p(xt|st,nt)p(st|zt)p(zt)p(nt;Θt). (13)
We can then iteratively maximize L(r,Θt) with respect to the factorized distributions r(st, bt)
and r(zt), and the NMF parameters Θt = {W ,Ht}. As given by the equation (10.9) in [4], the
variational distributions r(sft, nft) and r(zlt) can be updated using
log r(sft, nft)
c
= Er(zt)[log p(xft, sft, nft, zt;Θt)], (14)
log r(zlt)
c
= Er(st,nt)[log p(xt, st,nt, zlt;Θt)]. (15)
W and H can be updated by maximizing the following
Q(Θ,Θold) c= E








We define σ2n,ft = (WH)ft to make the notation less cluttered. Removing the terms independent
from sft and nft in (14), we have
log r(sft, nft)
c









|sft|2 + log p(nft;σ2n,ft). (17)

















where {z(d)n }d=1,..,D are randomly drawn from r(zt).
We recognize r(sft, nft) to be a product of Gaussian, up to the normalization constant. We have
r(sft, nft) ∼ Nc(xft; sft + nft, σ2ε )Nc(nft; 0, σ2n,ft)Nc(sft; 0, γ2ft) (19)
∼ Nc(xft; sft + nft, σ2ε )Nc([sft, nft];0,Ψ), (20)







Finally, with Sft = [sft, nft]T and (.)H denoting the Hermitian transpose, we can rewrite








ft (Sft − µft)
)
, (22)













With A = Ψ−1ft , U = M





C−1 + V A−1U
)−1
V A−1 (25)
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in which we recognize the Wiener filter applied to xft.




Nc(µft,Σft) = Nc(µt,Σt). (28)
We note [µt,s,µt,n] = µt and define Σt,ss and Σt,nn to be the diagonal terms of Σt.
2.2 E-z step
After removing the terms independent from zt from (15), we can update r(zt) using
log r(zt)
c
































As maximizing (8) minimizes DKL(qφ(z|s)||pθ(z|s)), we can use the probabilistic encoder qφ(z|s)
as an approximation of the true posterior pθ(z|s). We further assume that this still holds for s
of the form st =
√
|µt,s|2 + Σt,ss. Finally, we have
r(zt) ≈ qφ(zt|st =
√
|µt,s|2 + Σt,ss) (33)
∼ N (µ̃l(|µt,s|2 + Σt,ss), σ̃2l (|µt,s|2 + Σt,ss)). (34)
2.3 M-step





























where V = {|µft,n|2 + Σft,nn}(ft).
3 Distribution definitions
Proper complex Gaussian: The complex proper Gaussian distribution with mean µ and covari-




















Real-valued Gaussian The real-valued multivariate distribution with mean µ and covariance Σ,
noted N ((x;µ,Σ) is defined as:









which, in the univariate case, simplifies to
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